Figure B: Maps showing the spatial distribution of koala home ranges within each bioregion against the availability of water sources (drainage and/or dam). Map shows the GPS fixes, the 95% FK home range contours, core areas and MCP outline for each koala. (a - d) Mitchell Grass Downs; (e - j) Mulga Lands; (k - q) Brigalow Belt South koalas. All koalas collared at a site within the (r) Mitchell Grass Downs, (s) Brigalow Belt South, and (t) Mulga Lands bioregion – maps shows the extent of overlapping between 95% FK home range contours (please note that not every koala within each site was collared so there may be other koalas living within the collared koala’s home range). (u) Map shows the core FK home range contours for a Mulga Lands site – note the core areas of the two males (Kai and Unwin) do not overlap and that they each overlap with a female core area, whilst the 95% FK contours of the same two males did overlap (t).